DHANBAD: AT A GLANCE

Dhanbad

Area : 2886 Sq Km

Blocks : 10

Panchayat : 256

Village : 1209

Population : 28,46,954

Pop Density: 1300
EARNINGS & EXPENDITURE UNDER DMFT

Total income: Rs 935.231 Cr
Interest earned: Rs 37.555 Cr
Estimated Cost of Schemes taken: Rs 1242.336 Cr
Total Expenditure: Rs 314.331 Cr

Major Source

Major Expenditure
MAJOR FOCUS AREA & ENGAGEMENT

Health & Welfare
Estimated cost: Rs 30 Cr
Released amount: Rs 2 Cr

Urban Infrastructure
Estimated cost: Rs 265.51 Cr
Released amount: Rs 3.968 Cr

Community Toilets
Estimated cost: Rs 4.06 Cr
Released amount: Rs 4.06 Cr

Sanitation (SBM-G)
Estimated cost: Rs 112.98 Cr
Released amount: Rs 112.98 Cr

Drinking Water & Supply
Estimated cost: Rs 858.84 Cr
Released amount: Rs 192.37 Cr

Skill Development
Estimated cost: Rs 5 Cr (approx)
Released amount: Rs 0.50 Cr
SKILL DEVELOPMENT & SELF EMPLOYMENT

To harness untapped potential of SHGs, Dhanbad district has initiated various program for skill development and directly linking it with sustainable economic activities. Few remarkable initiatives are:

**SEWING CENTRE**
Training-cum-Production centre (TPC)
Rural Zone: 5 Blocks
Urban Zone : 9 Wards

Total SHG participation : 823
Total dress sewing by SHGs : 350000 (approx)
Total cost involvement : Rs 7 Cr

**MNREGA PARK**
SHG participation : 9
Convergence of schemes : DMFT, MGNREGA, 14th Finance, MPLAD, Agriculture et al

Training-cum-Production centre for :
Mushroom, Floriculture, Fishing, Duckry,
Poultry, Horticulture, Egg Laying Centre (for Mid-day-Meal)
To Improve and strengthen the Health facilities/ Services, recruitment of Specialist Medical Officer, Medical officer General and Surgeon/ Para Medical Personnel, Medicines, Medical Instruments & Equipment et al is under process through DMFT fund. This initiative will also provide a wonderful platform for “AYUSHMAN BHARAT”

- Doctors & Specialist: 61
- Health Manager : 2
- ANM & Equivalent : 117
- Non-Para Medic Staff : 119

Total estimated budget : Rs 30 Crore
MEGA WATER SUPPLY SCHEME GOVINDPUR AND NIRSA

North Zone Area

- To provide drinking water in 301 villages
- Total benefited population : 3.89 lakh
- Major areas of Govindpur, Nirsa, Egarkund & Kaliasole Block,
- Estimated Cost Rs. 483.974 Cr
- Project completion by December 2020
- Water Supply through Maithon Dam
MEGA WATER SUPPLY SCHEME GOVINDPUR AND NIRSA

South Zone Area

• To provide drinking water in 138 villages
• Total benefited population: 2.47 lakh
• Major areas of Govindpur, Nirsa, Egarkund & Kaliasole Block,
• Estimated Cost Rs. 233.173 Cr
• Project completion by December 2020
• Water Supply through Maithon Dam
JANGALPUR RURAL WATER SUPPLY SCHEME, GOVINDPUR

• To provide drinking water: Jangalpur Panchayat
• Total benefitted population: 5225
• Construction of Weir in Khudia River
• Total Estimated Cost Rs. 3.717 Crore
To provide drinking water in BAGHMARA Block, Baghmara Block & Adjoining village Rural Water Supply Scheme Estimated Cost Rs. 92.690 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT. Work is in progress, it will cover 65 villages of of 20 Panchayats. 1.21 lakhs people will get benefited from this project.
To provide drinking water in Mahuda Area of Baghmara Block, Mahuda & its Adjoining village Rural Water Supply Scheme, Estimated Cost Rs. 11.550 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT. Work is in progress, it will cover 6 villages. 17,796 people will get benefited from this project.
To provide drinking water in Topchanchi Area of Topchanchi Block, Topchanchi & its Adjoining village Rural Water Supply Scheme, Estimated Cost Rs. 28.69 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT. Work is in progress, it will cover 16 villages. 31,406 people will get benefited from this project.
To provide drinking water in 9 villages of Baghmara Block 9 Solar Based Mini Water Supply Scheme, Estimated Cost Rs. 1.367 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT. Work is completed., it covers 9 villages. Approx 9000 people are benefited from this project.
CONSTRUCTION OF IHHL UNDER SBM (G)

Under Swach Bharat Mission (Rural)  84881 IHHL has been constructed from DMFT Fund in Baghmara, Dhanbad, Baliapur, Nirsa, Egarkund and Kaliasole Block of Dhanbad District.
Twelve scheme of Installation of LED STREET LIGHT in Municipal Area Dhanbad Estimated Cost Rs. 3.968 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT. Another scheme of Rs 25.52 crore is under process. Work is in progress.
Construction of Fly OVER BRIDGE AND UNDERPASS in Municipal Area Dhanbad Estimated Cost Rs. 256.544 Crore has been Sanctioned under DMFT.
THANK YOU